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REPRESENTATION OF  C-OPERATORS

S. KANTOROVITZ1 AND K. J. PEI

ABSTRACT.  The operator   T   = M + n]   acting in   C(I),  where / =

[O,  l], M : f(x) —> xf(x),  and / : f(x) —>   A f(t) dt,  is known to be of

class  C    (cf. L2J, [3J, [4]).   We show here that every real operator of class

C    in a weakly complete Banach space  X has a "weak representation"

as   T  .
n

1.  Weak representation of C"-operators.  We need the following exten-

sion of [2, Lemma 2.8] to weakly complete spaces.

Lemma 1. Let X be a weakly complete Banach space, and let T be a

Cn-operator (i.e., an operator of class Cn) in X, with spectrum in I. Then

the Cnil)-operational calculus T( • ) for T is uniquely representable in the

form

(1) Tif) = "¿   f('\0)T'/fl +   f fMis)Fids),
;=0 J'

f £ C"il), where F is a uniformly bounded operator measure on the Borel

subsets of I (F  is strongly countably additive and the integral in (1) is un-

derstood in the strong operator topology).   As usual, £7*. a. = 0  for any  a..

Proof.  For / £ Cnil), we have

/W=Z fU)io)¿A + (Jnf{n))ix),
;=0

hence

77-I

(2) Tif) = £ /(7)(0)TV/! + r(/7(n)).
7=0

When / ranges in   C"il), /      ranges in the entire space  Cil), and it follows
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that for each y in X, the map U  : /("'—>Ti}nf Ay is a bounded linear operator from

Cil) into X,   and it is necessarily weakly compact since  X is weakly com-

plete (cf. [I, Theorem VI.7.6]).  By Theorem VI.7.3  in [l],  there exists a

unique vector measure  772    on the Borel sets in   /,  countably additive and

uniformly bounded by   \\U   \\ < K||y||,   such that

(3) Uyig) =  |; gis)myids),       g £ CU).

For each Borel subset  ¿5 of  /,  write   F(¿5)y = 772  (¿5).  Then  F(r5) £ B(X),

||F(<5)|| < K, and the Lemma follows easily from (2) and (3).

By the final remark in [5], we have the following

Corollary.  A real operator on  I     is singular of class  C"  iff it is spec-

tral of type 72.

(See [2] for the terminology.)

Definition.   The measure  F in Lemma 1 will be called the characteristic

measure of  T,  and the map  U : f —> J", f dF of  C(/)  into  B(X)  is then called

the characteristic operator of  T.

Definition.  A weak representation for the C"-operator  T is a bounded

operator  U : Cil) —* B(X)  such that

(4) Tif)Ub = VTnif)h

for all / in   C"(/) and h  in   Cil),  where  T( • )  and  T (•)  are the operational

calculi for  T and   T   respectively.

Theorem 1.   Let  T  be a Cn-operator with spectrum in  I,   acting in a

weakly complete Banach space.   Then the characteristic operator of T is a

weak representation for T.

Proof.  Since both  T and  T    are of class   CnU)  and polynomials are
72 *        J

dense in Cnil), it suffices to verify that

TkU = UTkn,       k = 0, 1, 2, ••• ,

which in turn follows readily from the special case with  k = 1.

By (1), we have  Ti]nh) = Uh, h £ Cil). Hence, by Lemma 1 in [3], we

have for all  h £ Cil):

UTnh = Ti]nTnh) = TiMJ"h) = Tix]nh) = Tix)Ti]nh) = TUh.
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Remark. The reader will realize by now that in (4) one has a composition

of operators on the right side and the multiplication of the operators Tif) and

Uh on the left side.  For 72 = 0, (4)   reduces to the multiplicativity property of

r( • ) = u.

Theorem 2. Let T be a bounded linear operator on the (arbitrary) Banach

space X, and let n be a nonnegative integer. Suppose there exists a bounded

operator U : Cil) —» B(X) such that

(i)  Ul = TV72!  and

(ii)  TU = UTn.
Then  T is of class C"il)  and U  is its characteristic operator.

Corollary.   Let  T be a bounded linear operator on the weakly complete

Banach space X,  and let n be a nonnegative integer.   Then  T is of class

Cnil)  iff there exists a bounded linear operator U : Cil) —* ß(X)  satisfying

ii) and (ii).

Proof.  Define  T( • ) on  C"il) by

(5) T(/) = "¿   fl'){0)T'/jl + Ufln\      f£CnU).
7=0

It suffices to verify that

(6) Tixm) = Tm    for all m = 0, 1, ... .

This is trivial for m < n,  and it remains to show that

(6') Tixn+k) = T"+¿,       k = 0, 1, ... .

Since  Tixn+k) = Un + k)l/kl)Uxk by (5), we must show that

(7) Uxk = k\T"+k/in + k)l,       k = 0, 1, ....

This is done by induction.  For k = 0,  (7) reduces to (i).  Assuming (7) for  k

and using (ii), we obtain

Uxk+l =    k+1     UT xk =      k+1     TUxk =      U + 1)!    T"+k + l

n + k+ I       n n + k+ 1 (72 + k+ 1)!

Combining Theorems 1 and 2, we obtain the corollary.

2.   Characteristic measures.  Let  F be a (weakly, hence strongly, count-

ably additive) operator measure on the Borel sets of  /,  and let  U : Cil) —>

BiX) be defined by  Uf = /, fdF.  Let Mk be the kth moment of F,  Mfe = Uixk),
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and denote by  c?  the characteristic function of the set  ¿5.

Theorem 3.   F  is the characteristic measure of a  C"il)-operator if and

only if it satisfies the "characteristic identity"

(8) Fi8)Fie)=  ¿    (^jUÍJkc¿n-kc)

for all Borel subsets 8, e  of I,   and iin case n > 2)  there exists an operator

T such that

(9) Tn+k = in + k)\Mk/k\,       k = 0, ... ,72- 1.

When this is the case,   F  is the characteristic measure of the operator T.

Remark. For 72 = 0,  (8) reduces to the spectral measure condition

Fio)Fit) = FiS O t).  For n = 1,  the "coherence condition" (9) becomes T =

AL,  which is just a definition of  T.

Proof.  Necessity.  Suppose F is the characteristic measure of the C"(/)-

operator  T.   Then for all /, g in  Cil),

UfUg = Ti]nf)Tijng) = Ti]nf]"g) = Uii]"fJ"g)^),

and so by Leibnitz' formula

(io) ufug= £ (¡)t/(/*//"-*g)

for all /, g in  C(/),  and hence for all bounded Borel functions /, g on  /.

Taking, in particular, characteristic functions, (8) follows.

For any  k > 0,   xn+k £ C*(/) ={f £ CnU); fU)iO) = 0, 7 = 0, ■ • • , 72 - 1};

hence

Tn+k = Tixn+k) = Uiix"+k)(n)) = (72 + kY.Mjkl.

Sufficiency. The case  72 = 0  being well known, we assume  n > 1.  By

linearity, it follows from (8) that (10) is valid for simple Borel functions, and

hence for all /, g in  C(/).  Writing   u = Jnf, v = Jng in (10), we obtain

<»> UuMUvin) = UiiuvYn))

tot all  u, v in  }nCiD = C£(/).

Let T be the operator involved in the coherence condition (9), and de-

fine T( • ) as in (5). Again, it suffices to verify (6) for m > n. For n < m <

2n - 1, (6) follows from (5) and (9).  For 772 > 2tz,  write  m = qn + r uniquely
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with a > 2 and r < n, then represent xm as a product of a C^(/)-functions

xm = x"+V)*-1. By (5) and (11), T( ■ ) is multiplicative on C*(7). Since

(6) is valid for 772 < 2?2,  we obtain

TU™)   =   T(x"+r)(T(x"))9"1    =   r"+7T77(«-l)   =   T772

as wanted.

Corollary.   F  is the characteristic measure of a Cn-operator with spec-

trum in  R   = (O, 00)  iff (8) holds, oiMACR ,  and in case  72 > 2,

(12) inlMor + A[{n+kfk)lMln,       k = l, 72-1.

Proof.   The necessity part follows trivially from the corresponding part

in Theorem 3.

For the converse, note that for any operator S with spectrum in R and

for any real a, S may be defined by means of the analytic operational cal-

culus, and the composite function theorem implies that iSa)P = iS^)a= Sa@

(a, ß real). Define T = (72! MQ)1/n. Then oiT) C R\ and o{M*) C R+, k = 0,

• • -, 72 - 1 (by (12)). Hence, by (12) and the composite function theorem for

the analytic operational calculus,

T"+k = [(72! Mn)»+*]1/n = iü*2í iM")l/" = ÎHlJÙL»,
0 *! * kl k

and the conclusion follows from Theorem 3.
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